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Press. This latest quartet covers D. B. Updike’s work over a period of thirty-five years, from 1899 to 1934. If we can keep up the pace set during the recent growth of our Merrymount Press Collection, we shall be nicely equipped for observing the centenary of Updike’s birth when 1960 arrives. Mr. Hammond has also sent us an inscribed and autographed, mint-condition copy of James B. Connolly’s Sonnie-Boy’s People. In the inscription Mr. Connolly expresses his own preference (among the stories contained in this book) for “Tim Riley’s Touch.”

Mr. John Frost, of New York City, has given us an interesting addition to our collection of Mainiana (is there such a word? if not there ought to be! how else can one refer concisely to “books about Maine and books by Maine authors”?). Mr. Frost’s gift is a copy of A Romance of New Meadows by Emma Frances Harmon Raymond (Lewiston, Maine, 1900). The story deals with the legend that Captain Kidd once wintered in the New Meadows river and buried his booty, or some of it, in Maine.

CENTENARY OF A FAMOUS MAN

On April 9 the Colby Library Associates recognized the one hundredth anniversary of the birth of a man who never lived. Dean Ernest C. Marriner addressed the Associates on “The Centennial Sherlock,” for the weight of authority has it that Sherlock Holmes was born in 1854. Colby is one of the few colleges that have never been distinguished as the scene of a mystery story. Sherlock Holmes was doubtless so busy, when he came to the United States in 1914, that he had no time to visit Waterville. So far as we know, this college community had no German spies to attract him. But it had, and still has, a lot of people, Library Associates among them, who think they hear the sound of a hansom cab rumbling over the cobble-stones of Baker Street and hear a voice say, “Come, Watson, come! The game is afoot.”